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Aim

To investigate the possibilities to use 'every' outdoor environment as a way to deal with:

• cultural complex diversity in classrooms

• early school leaving 

• disadvantaged backgrounds

To give students, ECEC professionals and parents the confidence, tools and support

to explore and create possibilities and experiments with different outdoor educational 

practices.
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Goals
1. To further develop the professionalisation of educators in ECEC within our transnational 

network by strengthening the confidence of teachers and responsible adults in going outdoors.

2. To enhance the quality of ECEC through implementing and recognizing innovative pedagogies 

in outdoor education.

3. To discover the opportunities of different outdoor environments (from city streets to 

mindscapes and from forests over factories to school grounds) while recognizing the wide 

variety in local, cultural and ecological contexts by experimenting with concrete educational 

practices.

4. To install a culture of cooperation and co-creation between the different partners and 

stakeholders in early childhood education and care; deepening on the educational context of 

each country (care and education, formal and informal education, different stages in 

education,…).
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Partners
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Eleven complementary strategic 

partners and different associated 

partners from five different 

countries (BE, LT, PT, UK, DK) 



WP | IO (36 months)

WP1 Management & implementation

WP2 Quality Assurance

WP3 Dissemination and sustainability 

WP4 Online Platform > IO1(sharing IO 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

WP 5 App > IO2 (includes contents from several IO)

WP6 International weeks > 23 to 27 march 2020 @ ESE IPSantarém

WP7 Conference

WP8 Applied and pedagogical research > IO3

WP 9 Video database > IO4

WP10 Educating the reflective practitioner (IO5)

WP11 Outdoor and inclusion  > IO6 (Flash cards)

WP12 Online module > IO7
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ESE IPSantarém
Ana Loureiro (leader)

Neusa Branco

Helena Luís

George Camacho

Bento Cavadas

Elisabete Linhares

Nelson Mestrinho

Francisco Silva

Marta Tagarro

…
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